Petition for Declaratory Statement

Before Florida Building Commission

Wilson’s Air conditioning
1532 State Av. Unit K
Holly Hill, Florida 32117
Cae058288
Tele (386) 672-3434    Fax (386) 672-0953

Request clarification of section 13-101.0 which appears to be requiring a load calculation for all equipment changes in existing buildings. Also the definition of “renovations” appears to be missing or garbled.

If indeed the commission intent is to require a load calculation on all equipment changes in existing buildings, it will add considerably to the cost of said changes, plus present numerous challenges on older buildings where plans or prints no longer exist.

[Signature]

Dan Wilson
Vice President
Wilson’s Air Conditioning

[Date]

FILING AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
FILED, on this date, with the designated Clerk, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged.

Paula P. Ford
Commission Clerk